INTRODUCTION

Congenital cutaneous (fibro)papillomas have occasionally been described in cattle (Desrochers et al., 1994) and pigs (Vitovec et al., 1999; Misdorp, 2003a; Nishiyama et al., 2011), and have only rarely been reported in horses (Garma-Aviña et al., 1981; White et al., 2004; Ruppin et al., 2013). Most of these cases are single verrucous or cauliflower-like lesions that occur on the head (Garma-Aviña et al., 1981; Misdorp, 2003b; White et al., 2004). However, recently, extensive congenital lesions with a linear distribution have been described (Ruppin et al., 2013). In this report, the clinical and histological findings and the treatment of a large congenital fibropapilloma on the forehead of a warmblood foal is described.

CASE REPORT

After normal gestation, a pluriparous, seventeen-year-old, grey warmblood mare gave birth to a male foal with a pedunculated, black, oval, exophytic mass of approximately 10 x 9 x 3 cm on his forehead (Figure 1). The mass had a rubbery consistency and was not painful on palpation. Parturition went uneventfully. The mare had been routinely vaccinated against tetanus and influenza but not against EHV-1 and -4. The owner’s herd did not have a history of papillomavirus infection and did not have any contact with cattle.

No other abnormalities were noticed in the foal. At around seven hours of age, the mass was excised en bloc after local infiltration of anesthetic solution (Procainum). Surgical excision was curative and no recurrence was observed after nine months. The foal did not present any other abnormalities.

Morphologically, the lesion was classified as a fibro-epithelial type of skin hamartoma. The fibrous component has thus far only been reported in pigs. Although fibropapillomas are common in adult animals and are associated with papillomavirus infection, this association has not been demonstrated in foals and piglets. Additionally, there were no histopathological indications of papillomavirus infection in the present study, nor could PCR reveal the presence of papillomavirus DNA.
caine hydrochloride 4%; VMD, Arendonk, Belgium) at the basis of the peduncle (Figure 2). A central artery was ligated and the small wound (2 cm diameter) was closed with a simple continuous subcutaneous suture of polyglactin 910 (Vicryl USP 2/0; Ethicon, Johnson & Johnson, Norderstedt, Germany) and skin staples (Manipler AZ-35W, B Braun, Melsungen, Germany). Wound healing was uneventful (Figure 3) and there was no recurrence nine months later. Histology revealed a cauliflower-like, exophytic proliferation of the skin, lined by a highly irregular hyperplastic, pigmented parakeratotic epithelium. The epithelium rested on a broad branched peduncle of highly vascularized collagen stroma. The lesion was diagnosed as fibro-epithelial hamartoma, compatible with equine congenital cutaneous fibropapillomatosis (Figure 4). There was no histological evidence (inclusion bodies, koilocytes, clumping of keratohyalin granules) of papillomavirus infection. Identification of viral particles was attempted by screening of the tissue with an available consensus-PCR for human papillomaviral DNA (MY9/11), RT-PCR for BPV-1 & 2 DNA (Bo-gaert et al., 2007), and conventional PCR for EcPV-1 (Postey et al., 2007), EcPV-2 (Scase et al., 2010) and EcPV-3 DNA (van den Top et al., 2015), but all results were negative.

DISCUSSION

In this case report, the clinical and histological findings and treatment of a rare case of a large congenital fibropapilloma on the forehead of a warmblood foal is detailed. Notwithstanding the fact that the macroscopic aspect of these lesions was rather pathognomonic, the low prevalence may make the diagnosis challenging for equine practitioners. Nevertheless, surgical excision is curative and can easily be performed in the field.

It has been stated that congenital papillomas show the same clinical and histological features as epidermal hamartomas (nevus) in humans (Scott and Miller, 2003; White et al., 2004; Scott and Miller, 2011; Ruppin et al., 2013). The latter are benign tumor-like lesions consisting of hyperplasia of normal mature tissue components, due to an embryonic developmental error (Stosiek et al., 1994; Campen et al., 2003). Based on these histological similarities between equine congenital papillomas and human nevi, some controversy in terminology has been introduced in the veterinary literature. However, the combination of epithelium and fibrous tissue as seen in the present case, has not been described in human nevi. Therefore, the authors prefer the term congenital fibropapilloma in this case, which previously has only been described in piglets (Vitovec et al., 1999; Nishiyama et al., 2011).

Besides the embryonic developmental error as seen in human nevi, the macroscopic appearance is highly similar to that seen in viral papillomas, and it could be speculated that the congenital appearance of these lesions in horses is explained by intrauterine infection with papillomavirus. In piglets born with similar congenital fibropapillomatosis lesions, an association has been made with the presence of cutaneous viral papillomas on prepuce and scrotum of boars. However, in the case of the piglets, no viral particles were identified ultrastructurally (Vitovec et al., 1999).

A viral component in this disease would open perspectives for medical treatment and/or vaccination in

Figure 1. Macroscopic lateral view of the black, flat, oval, pedunculated exophytic mass with a rubber aspect of approximately 10 x 9 x 3 cm on the foal’s forehead.

Figure 2. A. Macroscopic dorsal and B. ventral view of the mass after surgical excision through the vascularized peduncle.
case excision would be difficult or even impossible, for example in the ocular region. In contrast with equine cutaneous papillomas acquired later in life, and in contrast with congenital anogenital papillomas associated with papillomavirus infection in humans (Dias et al., 1995), this case study is in agreement with other reports that histopathological evidence of viral infection in equine congenital papillomas is lacking. Therefore, clinical or experimental proof for this viral pathogenesis remains elusive. Immunohistochemical examination of equine papillomas can be performed as described in a case series by White et al. (2004), but this test does not use specific equine antibodies. Furthermore, PCR can be used to detect viral DNA (Postey et al., 2007), and recent studies have shown the presence of EcPV-1 in equine cutaneous papillomas, EcPV-2 in genital papillomas and EcPV-3 in aural plaques (Ghim et al., 2004; Scase et al., 2010; Lange et al., 2011). However, depending on the developmental stage of the papilloma, Postey et al. (2007) suggested that papillomavirus DNA may be present at levels less than detectable by PCR, and the same limitation may apply to the immunohistochemical detection of viral antigen (Junge et al., 1984). Based on these studies, specificity of immunohistochemical and PCR analysis may be suboptimal and negative results may not rule out viral infection. Moreover, even the lack of histological abnormalities does not rule out a viral etiology, as bovine papillomavirus DNA has been detected in histologically normal equine skin (Bogaert et al. 2008).

It is unclear whether spontaneous regression would be possible in large lesions as described in the present study. Retrospective analysis of a larger sample of histologically confirmed cases and follow-up of cases without surgical treatment are needed to elucidate this issue. Based on the low prevalence, multicenter studies will therefore be required. Moreover, additional molecular studies are required to investigate whether or not papillomavirus is involved in this pathology.
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Figure 3. Macroscopic view of the foal two months after excision of the mass.

Figure 4. A. Histopathologic image illustrating the arborized stalk lined by irregular hyperplastic, pigmented parakeratotic epithelium (HE, x20). B. Detail of the epithelial lining (HE, x200).
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